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Getting started with 
DNSFilter

If you’re just getting started with DNSFilter, you might just be getting started on your secure DNS journey. While 

this is an exciting moment, it might also seem a little daunting in the setup phase.

That’s why we put this eGuide together to help you out with something we get a lot of questions about: Roaming 

Clients.

Note that this guide is not a substitute for support documentation. This guide will cover definitions, a high-level 

overview of how Roaming Clients work, Roaming Clients scenarios, and best practices.

Find DNSFilter’s Roaming Clients support documentation here.

There are three major ways to deploy DNSFilter:

Router/Active Directory forwarding

This is the simplest way to deploy DNSFilter on your entire network. With this deployment method, you’ll 

configure DNSFilter as your “forward lookup zone” in Active Directory, if you use Active Directory.

If you do not run an Active Directory environment, you can configure DNSFilter on:

1. Your router—ideal for smaller networks

2. Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) servers—will work for any size network

3. Firewalls—can be used in conjunction with DHCP servers or as a standalone option

With this method, DNS information will appear in your reporting as an aggregate. Meaning, you’ll be able to see 

traffic to individual sites but you won’t know which individual users or devices are viewing those sites.

Basic Network Configuration Documentation

https://fltr.ai/1Fim
https://fltr.ai/1Fin
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Deploying through the DNSFilter Relay is ideal for situations where users remain on-network (in the office) and 

you’d like to see which machine is making which DNS queries. The Relay will act as a DNS proxy—forwarding local 

queries to local DNS servers, and external queries on to DNSFilter to have your filtering policies applied. It might 

also be the method you choose if you already have a Virtual Machine (VM) or Docker host that you would like to 

use.

For this deployment method, you point all of the devices you’d like to protect to the DNSFilter Relay that is now 

set up on your VM or Docker host.

DNS Relay Deployment Documentation

DNSFilter Roaming Clients

This is what we’ll be spending time on in this guide. Roaming Clients are deployed to devices that will not always 

be protected by the office network. It’s also a way to gain insight into DNS traffic that you can filter by user (only 

available on Windows) or by device, as opposed to as an aggregate like the Router or Active Directory forwarding 

method.

Roaming Clients Documentation

DNSFilter Relay

https://fltr.ai/1Fip
https://fltr.ai/1Fim
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Intro to Roaming Clients

What are Roaming Clients?

Roaming Clients are DNS agents that are deployed on devices that users would like (or are required) to take 

home. The point of Roaming Clients is to extend DNS protection to devices that go off the company’s network. 

This way, the policies that are enforced in your office or at your school are still enforced when that user accesses 

their device on their home network. And no matter where they are, you retain those insights.

You can choose to employ less restrictive policies through policy scheduling. For example, you might allow 

employees to stream media during certain hours but restrict streaming platforms during work hours.

But just because they’re called “Roaming Clients” doesn’t mean you can only deploy them on laptops or mobile 

devices. A lot of DNSFilter users choose to deploy Roaming Clients to on-premise desktops in situations where 

they want to have endpoint reporting.

What’s the value?

As mentioned previously, Roaming Clients enable off-network policy enforcement. But this isn’t just about 

keeping users from accessing non-productive websites. It also protects them (and the company as a whole) from 

threats no matter where they are. This includes malware, ransomware, phishing websites and emails, 

cryptojacking, and generally deceptive internet content.

Users will be protected by these threats without any impact on their internet speeds since DNSFilter is the fastest 

DNS resolver in North America. 

And as mentioned in the previous section, IT has visibility into the device’s DNS queries and in some cases the 

specific user’s DNS queries in situations where multiple users are using a single device.

Allowing employees to take devices home is a major concern of IT teams, because it can open employees up to a 

range of security vulnerabilities. With DNS protection in place both in the office and at home, IT teams have less 

to worry about. And by allowing employees to work off-network, management teams will be happy that they’re 

able to offer a more flexible environment for their employees.

But with protection in place to secure devices while they’re online, both at home and in the office, IT teams can 

do a little less general device maintenance year-over-year because of things like malware.

Though it should be noted that IT teams should take a few other precautions when sending work devices home with employees. This 

work-from-home checklist will help you cross things off your list.

https://www.dnsfilter.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Cybersecurity-Checklist-for-working-remotelyv2.pdf?utm_source=dnsfilter&utm_medium=whitepaper&utm_campaign=roamingclientseguide2020
https://www.dnsfilter.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Cybersecurity-Checklist-for-working-remotelyv2.pdf?utm_source=dnsfilter&utm_medium=whitepaper&utm_campaign=roamingclientseguide2020
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How do you deploy Roaming Clients?

There are four major ways to deploy Roaming Clients:

1. Use your Remote Monitoring & Management (RMM) or Mobile Device Manager (MDM) tools to push out 

deployments—this enables you to automatically deploy Roaming Clients on multiple devices at once

2. Active Directory group policy—this can only be done on Windows devices, and it is not an optimal 

installation method 

3. Manual installation

a. CLI installation—A handy script that enables you to install Roaming Clients

b. Graphical installation—This is only recommended for smaller offices or as an inclusion in the 

computer setup process for new hires

What platforms are available?

DNSFilter Roaming Clients are available on       Windows,       MacOS,       Android, and      iOS devices. Our Roaming 

Clients can also be deployed on Linux devices by using the DNSFilter Relay binaries. Though, at this time, 

DNSFilter doesn’t have official support for Roaming Clients on Linux devices.

Note that currently only the Windows Roaming Client enables per-user filtering and per-user reporting.* This 

refers to situations where multiple users might use the same device, such as a school where multiple students 

are logging into a single device. These features are coming soon to additional platforms. However, endpoint 

reporting is currently available on all platforms.

As mentioned previously, Roaming Clients enable off-network policy enforcement. But this isn’t just about 

keeping users from accessing non-productive websites. It also protects them (and the company as a whole) from 

threats no matter where they are. This includes malware, ransomware, phishing websites and emails, 

cryptojacking, and generally deceptive internet content.

Users will be protected by these threats without any impact on their internet speeds since DNSFilter is the fastest 

DNS resolver in North America. 

And as mentioned in the previous section, IT has visibility into the device’s DNS queries and in some cases the 

specific user’s DNS queries in situations where multiple users are using a single device.

Allowing employees to take devices home is a major concern of IT teams, because it can open employees up to a 

range of security vulnerabilities. With DNS protection in place both in the office and at home, IT teams have less 

to worry about. And by allowing employees to work off-network, management teams will be happy that they’re 

able to offer a more flexible environment for their employees.

But with protection in place to secure devices while they’re online, both at home and in the office, IT teams can 

do a little less general device maintenance year-over-year because of things like malware.

Note that the DNSFilter Relay allows for IP-based reporting after you've downloaded a CSV from the query log. Additionally, our NAT 

IP's feature allows for the implementation of custom policies.
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How do Roaming Clients 
work?

Local domains

But there are also local domains that workstations might need to access. In this case, you’re not accessing a 

website, but a file or application from an internal resource.

The preferred method for setting up local domains is serving the DNS suffixes via DHCP to ensure that future 

changes can be implemented without having to reconfigure the DNSFilter Roaming Client. You may optionally 

configure local domains using other methods, such as hardcoding them during installation, via the registry, or 

specify them via our Dashboard.

Our Relay product may also prove useful when handling local domains. This virtual appliance can be configured 

to recognize queries for local domains and forward those queries to your internal DNS resolver, while sending all 

other queries to DNSFilter for processing.

In a scenario where you’ve specified local domains, our Roaming Client will route the DNS query to the 

appropriate place. The client will assess if it’s a local or public domain. If it’s local, our Roaming Client will send 

traffic directly to the local DNS resolver. If it’s a public domain, the Roaming Client will send the request to 

DNSFilter which will assess the page and apply the policy assigned to that device.

The final option for configuring local domains is passing information as a configuration variable during 

installation. But this implementation means that local domains remain connected even when you roam off the 

corporate network, which is not recommended.

If you are using “.local” as your only local domain, you do not need to take any of these steps as we forward all 

requests for domains ending in “.local” to your originally configured DNS.

Once set up, a Roaming Client will take over when someone sends a DNS query. A DNS query is any DNS request. 

It can be typing in a URL, clicking on a link on a webpage or in an email, or when a desktop application sends you 

to a page online.
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Anycast network

Additionally, Roaming Clients connect users to different nodes on our anycast network. Devices that have 

DNSFilter deployed through forwarding or the DNS relay will connect to the closest node on our network. As an 

example, let’s say they’re in California, so they’re connecting to one of our California nodes. For the most part, 

those locations will always be connected to a node in California, as you’ll always connect to the closest node.

But with Roaming Clients, when you fly from California to Germany for work, it doesn’t make sense to still connect 

to that California node. That’s going to slow down your speeds tremendously. The Roaming Client will always 

search for the closest node on our network and connect to that. So once you land in Germany and fire up your 

computer (don’t forget the power adapter!), you’ll connect to our node in Frankfurt as that will be the closest 

node.

Mobile devices

For mobile Roaming Clients, they essentially work the same, though they are deployed differently. For both 

Android and iOS deployments, the device will need to download an app from either the App Store or the Play 

Store. This is a unique scenario as users will be able to access the app on their phone. They will also need to select 

“start filtering” in order to get started.*

However, once the app has been deployed, individuals will need a pin that only administrators have access to, to 

disable filtering. Your MDM should be configured to prevent the users from having the ability to remove the 

application from their mobile devices. This prevents users from turning the app off on work-distributed devices. 

If the app was deployed using MDM, you can also make this a required application that requires action before 

proceeding. This can simplify deployment if you leave it up to your staff to set up their own devices.

*Note that it is on our roadmap to auto-activate this operation to simplify this process for end users.
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Scenario 2: Flexible Office

If you have a business where some people are taking home their laptops to 

access work-related documents and applications, you’ll want to install Roaming 

Clients. This way, you can continue to enforce your network policy even when 

they’ve left the network.

This is also a scenario where specifying local domains is so important. Some of 

your employees might not realize that applications they’re using everyday are 

actually internal server applications as opposed to publicly accessible domains. 

So if you do not specify local domains for your Roaming Clients in these 

situations, users might have limited productivity when moving on- and 

off-network.

Who needs Roaming 
Clients?

The short answer is that anyone at any company can have a need for Roaming Clients. But here are a few major 

scenarios:

Scenario 1: Remote Business

You have an entirely remote company with no traditional network protection.

This one is pretty easy: If you can’t deploy DNSFilter on an office network, that 

means the forwarding and the DNS relay installation options are off the table. 

So, the only way left for you to deploy DNS protection is through Roaming 

Clients.
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Scenario 4: At-Home Learning

Schools sending students home with laptops absolutely need to have Roaming 

Clients installed in order to remain CIPA compliant. Taking this precaution allows 

students to complete assignments without using school computers to access 

inappropriate content or download recreational software, such as gaming 

applications.

Scenario 3: Mobile Protection

Organizations that provide mobile devices will want to add a Roaming Client to 

their distributed devices to ensure that users are protected from threats no 

matter what device they’re using. This is particularly important when 

employees are dealing with sensitive information in applications or in a browser.

Your mobile policies may be more lenient than your working policies, to allow 

employees to access entertainment sites outside of working hours. You can 

even apply a schedule for your mobile policy so that certain sites are allowed to 

be accessed at certain times.

Scenario 5: Better Visibility

Some offices might choose to install Roaming Clients because they’d like to 

have endpoint reporting. In this scenario, a lot of the devices with Roaming 

Clients installed will likely be on-premise desktops that never leave the office. 

The benefit of this is greater IT visibility into DNS requests on the network.

https://www.dnsfilter.com/blog/cipa-compliance-achieved/?utm_source=dnsfilter&utm_medium=whitepaper&utm_campaign=roamingclientseguide2020
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Pick the deployment option that’s most 
organic to you

We’ve already discussed the different deployment methods for Roaming Clients. And while we recommend 

using an RMM or MDM tool, it might not make sense for your organization. After all, if you do not currently have 

an RMM tool, you shouldn’t necessarily invest in one just for DNSFilter unless you see yourself using it for other 

tools.

Script installation can be manual or automated. If you are a smaller company and are already setting up 

computers for new hires, maybe it would be easiest for you to deploy that script manually on current computers 

and then work the manual script installation into new computer builds.

But it’s not just your deployment option that you should think carefully about...

The best way to avoid large-scale mistakes is to deploy Roaming Clients as a test to a small number of users to 

make sure you’ve enabled everything correctly and it all works properly. For instance, are your local domains 

resolving? Are you associating the correct device with the right site?

Decide how you want to handle 
everything before deployment, not 
during it

Before you get started with Roaming Clients (and deploying DNSFilter using any other methods), gather all of the 

information you need.

Ask yourself:

◆ What user groups are in operation?

◆ Are you using local domains?

◆ Are your DNS suffix options within DHCP configured correctly?

◇ Note: This is our recommended method for local domains!

◆ Who in your organization should get what filtering policy? (Hint: think in business groups such as Sales, 

Roaming Clients best 
practices

Development, and Marketing)

◇ Note: You’ll want to know who these people are, and using tags is a great way to do this

◆ How many filtering policies should you have?

◆ What should the naming convention for device hostnames be?

◆ What’s the best deployment option for my organization?

Answering these questions prior to deployment will save you a lot of headaches down the road. It will make your 

deployment process easier, and with specific procedures in place it will make it simpler to change the process if 

you need to as time goes on. 

As an example, if filtering policies changed for specified groups, you’ll need to know which devices should be 

updated. Additionally, before someone is ever given a laptop, you’ll want to use one of our Sync Tools to create the 

user from your user directory and apply the appropriate policy before they start their job. 

The options you choose prior to deployment will impact how you use DNSFilter Roaming Clients going forward. 

So think about it carefully and discuss options with your team. And of course, you can send questions to the 

DNSFilter support team.

You don’t want to find yourself in a position where you’ve deployed things company-wide incorrectly, meaning 

groups are semi-protected (or not protected at all) when they think they are completely protected. 

In the same vein, you should consider doing this deployment after traditional working hours to avoid impacting 

daily workloads.
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Test on a small group before deploying 
company-wide

The best way to avoid large-scale mistakes is to deploy Roaming Clients as a test to a small number of users to 

make sure you’ve enabled everything correctly and it all works properly. For instance, are your local domains 

resolving? Are you associating the correct device with the right site?

Before you get started with Roaming Clients (and deploying DNSFilter using any other methods), gather all of the 

information you need.

Ask yourself:

◆ What user groups are in operation?

◆ Are you using local domains?

◆ Are your DNS suffix options within DHCP configured correctly?

◇ Note: This is our recommended method for local domains!

◆ Who in your organization should get what filtering policy? (Hint: think in business groups such as Sales, 

Development, and Marketing)

◇ Note: You’ll want to know who these people are, and using tags is a great way to do this

◆ How many filtering policies should you have?

◆ What should the naming convention for device hostnames be?

◆ What’s the best deployment option for my organization?

Answering these questions prior to deployment will save you a lot of headaches down the road. It will make your 

deployment process easier, and with specific procedures in place it will make it simpler to change the process if 

you need to as time goes on. 

As an example, if filtering policies changed for specified groups, you’ll need to know which devices should be 

updated. Additionally, before someone is ever given a laptop, you’ll want to use one of our Sync Tools to create the 

user from your user directory and apply the appropriate policy before they start their job. 

The options you choose prior to deployment will impact how you use DNSFilter Roaming Clients going forward. 

So think about it carefully and discuss options with your team. And of course, you can send questions to the 

DNSFilter support team.

Local domains are important

We’ve said it before, and we’ll stress it again in the following sections, but local domains are important.

DNSFilter will automatically recognize “.local” domains as local in the Roaming Clients if you’re using this as your 

DNS suffix. However, it’s likely that you are not using this or you have multiple local domains setup for your 

business.

If you fail to specify local domains in the first place, a lot of users will be prevented from accessing applications 

they need until you specify those domains. You might have multiple local domains at your workspace, so make 

sure you inventory all domains before deployment.

Note that you may need to force DNS queries for a list of local domains to specific local resolvers, such as in cases 

where you have VPN clients operating in split-tunnel mode. In this case, you may configure local domains via the 

DNSFilter dashboard using the Local Domains feature of the Roaming Client.

You don’t want to find yourself in a position where you’ve deployed things company-wide incorrectly, meaning 

groups are semi-protected (or not protected at all) when they think they are completely protected. 

In the same vein, you should consider doing this deployment after traditional working hours to avoid impacting 

daily workloads.
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The best way to avoid large-scale mistakes is to deploy Roaming Clients as a test to a small number of users to 

make sure you’ve enabled everything correctly and it all works properly. For instance, are your local domains 

resolving? Are you associating the correct device with the right site?

You don’t want to find yourself in a position where you’ve deployed things company-wide incorrectly, meaning 

groups are semi-protected (or not protected at all) when they think they are completely protected. 

In the same vein, you should consider doing this deployment after traditional working hours to avoid impacting 

daily workloads.

Prevent circumvention

Besides the actual administrator, no one should be using DNSFilter at your company as an admin. If you set up 

employees as administrators, they will have the ability to force-stop DNSFilter if they choose to.

Some other steps you can take to prevent circumvention (or attempted circumvention) include hiding the tray 

icon. Windows users can see what applications are running in their system tray, which is accessible from the 

taskbar in the lower-right corner. When a Roaming Client is installed on the device, this is available as a tray icon.

However, you can hide the tray icon as an administrator of DNSFilter. You can also hide DNSFilter from the 

add/remove programs section of the control panel to keep users from uninstalling DNSFilter without your 

permission.

Use tags to your advantage

Tags can be used in a variety of ways. You can apply multiple custom tags to individual devices based on things 

like department, office location, policy, user access, device type, employee type—honestly anything that you 

think is relevant, you can create it as a tag.
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The best way to avoid large-scale mistakes is to deploy Roaming Clients as a test to a small number of users to 

make sure you’ve enabled everything correctly and it all works properly. For instance, are your local domains 

resolving? Are you associating the correct device with the right site?

You don’t want to find yourself in a position where you’ve deployed things company-wide incorrectly, meaning 

groups are semi-protected (or not protected at all) when they think they are completely protected. 

In the same vein, you should consider doing this deployment after traditional working hours to avoid impacting 

daily workloads.

Specify block pages and policies at the 
site level

If you work in a large office, you may want to implement block pages and policies at the site level, as opposed to 

the department level. This way, you can customize the block page and the policy based on where the user is 

located in the office.

If that user moves from a site that has Policy A and Block Page A to a site that has Policy B and Block Page B, their 

policy and block page will be updated to reflect the B version. This ensures that as employees move offices, they 

have the right block pages enabled and policies enforced without IT having to update those items individually.

Keep your mobile Roaming Clients 
updated

While Windows and MacOS Roaming Clients will automatically update themselves, Android and iOS Roaming 

Clients are dependent on their respective application stores to stay updated.

Some iOS and Android devices will already enable automatic application updating within their device settings, 

but not all or sometimes this is a setting the user might disable. If you deployed mobile Roaming Clients through 

MDM, you might be able to push app updates automatically when they become available. 

However, you’ll need to look at your MDM settings or your mobile Roaming Client deployment to determine the 

best course of action to keep applications updated.

Note, that if an application is not running the most up-to-date version of DNSFilter’s Roaming Client, you might 

experience bugs. So if you have a device that is suddenly experiencing bugs, check to see if you’re running the 

most current version of the application.

One advantage of using tags is it gives you the ability to easily modify policies based on tags. For instance, if a 

certain department in the company is working on a project where they need a temporarily less-strict policy, you 

can search by that department’s tag and apply the new policy to all of the devices within that department.

You can also show unique block pages to different Roaming Clients when you sort by the tag feature. This might 

be something you decide to do if different departments have a different contact that will be notified when asking 

for a page to be unblocked. This way, you can set certain block pages to be associated with certain email 

addresses, so alerts always go to the right person. And if someone moves to a different department, it’s easy 

enough to remove and apply a new tag and update their block page.
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Get started with 
installation

Ready to start your Roaming Clients installation? Here is the documentation you’ll need to get up-and-running. 

And don’t forget that you have the option to reach out to support if you get stuck.

MacOS deployment | MacOS troubleshooting

Windows deployment | Windows troubleshooting

Linux deployment

iOS deployment | Android deployment 

https://fltr.ai/1Fit
https://fltr.ai/1Fiv
https://fltr.ai/1Fix
https://fltr.ai/1Fiz
https://fltr.ai/1Fi-
https://fltr.ai/1Fj0
https://fltr.ai/1Fj1



